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Let me start by extending a warm welcome
to our new ALUCA CEO, Amanda McKernan.
To avoid duplication I will leave Amanda’s
introduction to Jim in Chatter From The Chair
and Amanda herself in our new regular column,
CEO Corner. I would like to take this opportunity
to thank the outgoing Acting Executive Officer,
John O’Leary for all of his support - I really
appreciated it.
WHAT a bumper edition we have for you!
ReB readership is definitely growing and so is
our pool of contributors. I have been inundated
with quality articles for this edition - a fantastic
problem for an editor to have!
Today we launch the online version of ReB! You
can now select only the topics that you wish
to read, make comments at the conclusion of
articles and plenty more. The existing full PDF
version has been preserved.
I am pleased to publish our 2016 ReB survey
results in this edition and thank all those who
participated. I will act on your feedback and
hope to see 100+ respondents for our next
survey scheduled for May 2017.
Do you work in the TPD claims space? If so want to lead the change and make a difference in
how Employability Assessment (EA) TPD claims
are reported? Margaret Black of the University
of Sydney is researching EA TPD claims and
would appreciate 15 minutes of your time to
complete this survey. For those of you who are
unfamiliar with Margaret’s body of work, she is a
rehabilitation counsellor who has worked in the
life insurance industry as a contractor, a rehab
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accomplished board of directors, sub-group committees,
members and staff. It’s a real honour to represent your views.
On that note I’m keen to learn about the keys issues and
challenges you see facing the industry and profession and your
thoughts about ALUCA. I aim to touch base with all of the subcommittee groups and meet with as many members as I can
before the conference as well as initiate some member research
to receive your feedback.

Amanda McKernan
ceo@aluca.com.au



Dear Members,
I’m thrilled to take up the CEO role at the Australasian Life
Underwriting and Claims Association and would like to thank
the Board for providing me with this wonderful opportunity.
I’m really excited about the challenges and opportunities
ahead to help grow ALUCA membership, its awareness and
continued reputation as the leading professional and industry
body throughout Australasia.
By way of background I’m passionate about building successful
brands and businesses, through greater alignment and
engagement of brands, leaders and customers/members.
I’ve been doing this via my own business since 2003 working
across a number of industries and organisations including
holding Director level roles in membership based organisations
- an area I really enjoy. With my background and experience
I really feel I could add a lot of value to ALUCA and count
myself incredibly privileged to be able to work with such an

My focus will be on ensuring the ongoing sustainability of
ALUCA, its continued positive contribution and thought
leadership to the profession whilst remaining highly relevant
to members working closely with the Board and
sub-committee groups.
I’d also like to thank the previous interim EO, John O’Leary for
his hard work during the transition period and know I have some
big shoes to fill.
I look forward to meeting you all over the coming months and at
the conference in October. In the meantime please feel free to
drop me a note at anytime via ceo@aluca.com.au
Warmest regards,
Amanda McKernan
ALUCA CEO

The University of Sydney TPD claims survey
Have your say - lead the change: Make a difference in how we
report Employability Assessment of TPD Claims.
TPD Employability
Assessment Survey
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Chatter From The Chair Winter 2016
Educate – Develop – Connect: three words that go the very
heart of what ALUCA stands for. Earlier in the year the
Board and subgroup chairs reviewed ALUCA’s purpose, and
it was heartening to see that, in an ever-changing industry,
ALUCA’s purpose remains fundamentally unchanged since
it WAS founded 30 years ago: “ALUCA is a professional
association established to advance the knowledge and
professionalism of its members in underwriting and claims
issues relating to life and disability insurance products”.
Like many, I am finding it hard to believe that it’s already August
and that over half of the year has gone by. It also means that the
conference is drawing ever closer. We have had strong interest
in this year’s conference, with many taking advantage of the
subsidised early-bird rate that was available for members only.
The program is all but complete, and can be viewed at
www.alucaconference.com.au, along with other information
regarding the conference. I am thoroughly looking forward to the
conference and to meeting many of you in Adelaide.
It’s been a busy first half of the year, with numerous sessions being
held across the country. This has included the first sessions from
our new specialist subgroups, ALUCA Medical and ALUCA Rehab,
as well as ALUCA CMG’s first event outside of NSW, holding their
ever popular “Legal Insights” session in Melbourne. Personally,
I’ve been fortunate enough to attend a number of sessions in
NSW, QLD and VIC. I have been consistently impressed with
the presenters, the topics being presented, the dedication and
professionalism of ALUCA committees and members, and that
all sessions delivered against our purpose of
Educate – Develop – Connect.
We are continuing to see the many advantages of running free
sessions for members, with healthy attendances levels and a good
cross-section of members in attendance, including a number
of members we have not seen for a few years. The Board has
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therefore decided to increase its support for the subgroups to run
more events for members that are either free or heavily subsidised.
I should take this opportunity to clear up one misconception
that I have heard on my travels: free events do not mean a lower
standard of speaker! As an association we are committed to
bringing members the best speakers on relevant topics, and
delivering accessible and tangible benefits to our members. Our
ability to run free and subsidised events, including the subsidised
member rate for the conference, would not be possible without the
assistance of our sponsors, and the Board thanks each of them
sincerely for their ongoing and generous support.
I trust you will have seen that, following a comprehensive
recruitment process, ALUCA has hired a new Chief Executive
Officer, Amanda McKernan. Amanda’s background includes
management roles, primarily relating to marketing and
communications strategy, and she has extensive experience in
membership organisations. Her first day in the role was 11th
July. I will also take this opportunity to thank John O’Leary for his
efforts and successes in his time as the Acting Executive Officer
of ALUCA over the first six months of the year. The Board thanks
John for his efforts and successes in his time in the role, and for
his ongoing and profound contribution to ALUCA in a number of
roles, not least Chair, over the years. A formal vote of thanks to
John was recorded at the last Board meeting and I have extended
my personal thanks to him.
I recently attended the launch evening of the MLC ALUCA Monash
Scholarship and was very impressed with the participating
student’s thirst for knowledge and the high calibre and skill set
of their accomplished mentors. I look forward to seeing the
completed papers in October. July saw the launch of the ALUCA
Turks Legal Scholarship now in its 10th year. To mark this occasion
this year you can win $10,000 or an overseas conference package.
Further details are available on page 4.
I’ve enjoyed many conversations about our association at the
events I have attended across the year. If there’s anything
you’d like to have a chat about, please feel free to contact me at
chairperson@aluca.com
Finally, I’d like to thank all those across ALUCA who volunteer
countless hours each year to make the association a success; and
to thank our sponsors again for their generous support.
Jim Welsh
ALUCA Board Chair

ALUCA acknowledges the support of Gold Scholarship Partners
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2016 ALU C A T UR K SLEGAL SCHO L AR SHIP

for

Celebrating 10 years of great ideas with a major
cash prize of $10,000 or an overseas conference
package.
The 2016 ALUCA TurksLegal Scholarship opens on Wednesday, 20 July 2016. Applicants are asked to
submit a 2,500 word paper on any one of ten topical industry questions.
Further information and applications forms are available at www.aluca.com and

www.turkslegal.com.au/community/scholarships/aluca-turkslegal-scholarship.

As a winner of the Scholarship not only do you win the major prize, but you are also invited to sit on
the judging panel alongside senior industry leaders for next year’s scholarship. In addition to this, you
receive automatic membership to our scholarship alumni program, Life Insurance Future Thinking
(LIFT).

LIFE INSURANCE FUTURE THINKING (LIFT )

ABOUT LIFT

I NSU R A NCE

COMME R CI A L

B A NKI NG

LIFT Group Whitepaper

In 2016, to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the ALUCA TurksLegal
scholarship, TurksLegal launched the “Life Insurance Future Thinking”
(LIFT) program. LIFT brings together the past winners and runners up of
the ALUCA TurksLegal Scholarship since 2007.
This talented group of forward thinking individuals meet at an annual
Roundtable event and online in our LIFT LinkedIn community to share
and discuss ideas that will beneficially affect the future of the life
insurance industry.

TOWARD A BETTER INDUSTRY
TRAINING AND CAREER PATHS IN LIFE INSURANCE

Click here to read the 2016
TurksLegal LIFT Whitepaper on
Training and Career Paths in
Life Insurance.

IN S U R A N CE

COM M ER CIA L

B A N K IN G
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www.turkslegal.com.au/publications/lift-group-whitepaper-2016

2016 ALUC A TURKSLEGAL SCHOL ARSHIP
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SUB GROUP REPORTS

ALUCA CMG COMMITTEE
We ran two Legal Insights seminars this year which. This session
has become a much anticipated event in the Sydney life insurance
calendar. In 2013 we had approximately 70 people register,
while in 2014 we had 120 people attend and in 2015 we had 163
registrations. This year we are happy to report that we have also
opened up this session to Melbourne (partnering with ALUCA VIC)
with plans to potentially expand into Brisbane at a later stage.
Our Sydney session was held at the UNSW CBD Campus on 13th
April 2016 and speakers included Turks Legal, Jocelyn Furlan
former SCT chair and HWL Ebsworth. Our Melbourne session
was held on 2nd June 2016 at the AMP auditorium in Docklands.
Speakers included Turks Legal and HWL Ebsworth. Both sessions
saw a good turn out and proved to be very thought provoking and
informative with a lot of interaction from the audience.
My thanks go to our speakers for volunteering their service to
research and present. I also wish to thank the ALUCA Platinum
Education Partners, Gold Scholarship and Sponsorship
Partners who enable subgroups like the ALUCA CMG to arrange
professional development events at such a reasonable cost. Finally
I wish to thank the ALUCA CMG committee for their teamwork and
efforts in making this event possible.
Our next event is the annual Claims Managers Dinner, to be held
on 18th August 2016. This is an ‘invitation only’ event and another
much anticipated function in our calendar. Our guest speaker
this year is Kristen Hansen. Kristen Hansen is the founder of

EnHansen Performance, supporting executives and managers
to build leadership, resilience, adaptability, creativity, coaching,
self-management and engagement skills. Kristen draws from her
current studies in the Masters of Neuroscience of Leadership and
20 years of management roles with major Australian organisations
such as Pacific Dunlop, Fairfax and News Limited.
If you have any suggests for topics you would like us to explore
further please do not hesitate to reach out to myself or any of the
other committee members.

ALUCA REHAB SUB GROUP
The ALUCA Rehabilitation Sub-Group have two events coming
up in September and we hope to see you there – Sydney event: 6
September and Melbourne event (jointly with ALUCA VIC) on 14
September 2016. More details, including registration information
will follow soon!
We also have our first working group up and running. The group is
reviewing Employability Assessments (EA) used in TPD claims. The
purpose is to improve the quality and consistency of rehabilitation
services provided on TPD claims by developing EA standards and
guidelines. We are looking forward to providing a framework for
EAs back to the industry encompassing the skill set for
consultants undertaking these assessments, methodology and
minimum content.

To comment on or contribute to this newsletter, please email: Michael.Reid@aia.com | www.aluca.com
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SUB GROUP REPORTS
QLD SUB COMMITTEE

SA SUB COMMITTEE

We kicked off our 2016 program with guest speaker from RGA
Dr Paul Davis. The topic was “Hypo or Hyper” and provided our
ALUCA members with a greater understanding and challenged the
audience to consider ‘how well do I know the thyroid gland’. Thankyou to Karyn in particular, RGA, DR Davis and the UQ business
school for a great lunchtime session.

ALUCA SA held its first seminar for 2016 on the 4th May where
Dr James Hundertmark, Consultant Psychiatrist, presented on
‘Mine field of Mental Health’ covering a wide range of mental illness
conditions and their treatment from a psychiatrist’s perspective.
The meeting was very well attended with a number of new guests
representing claims and rehabilitation services.

On July 6th we hosted a very successful Double Shot Wed event
where attendees received twice the educational value. It was a
great event.

The seminar that has just been held on 3rd August with
Dr Jonathon Burdon AM, respiratory physician who presented on
respiratory disease was very informative and engaging. Attendees
all mentioned it was very relevant and great value.

Dr Curtis Gray MBBS FRANZCP AFRACMA - Psychiatrist in Private
Practice, MLCOA Qld and Senior Lecturer, SOM – Northside
Clinical School, UQ kicked off the session with medical focus on
Sleep, Sleep Disorders and the Workplace.
Steve Tighe was our special guest speaker – Steve is a Futurist and
a consumer foresight expert specialising in emerging trends, social
change and business planning for the future. The double shot was
held over a sit-down lunch at the Pullman hotel.
2016 ALUCA Qld committee has now been finalised with Aaron
Widt – President, Matthew Swanson - Secretary, Daniel Devine,
Jody O’Sullivan, Peter Crawford, Karen Bradford & Jenny
Thompson continue in their roles. Very pleased to announce that
Gretel Spizick (MLC) has joined the Qld ALUCA team as Treasurer
into the future.
Our third presentation for the year will be held over breakfast on
Tuesday 20th September. ALUCA Qld End of Year party seminar
will be held on the evening of Thursday 15th December.
Look forward to seeing all of our Qld members and sponsors during
our 2016 program.

WA SUB COMMITTEE
ALUCA WA rolled out the red carpet to a Financial Adviser for our
May session. “A day in the life of a Financial Adviser” brought the
WA Underwriting community together with Carl Maiorana. Despite
his baby face Carl has been in financial services for twelve years and
has built up his own successful financial advice business. It is always
important to lift your gaze and make sure you keep in touch with
people who are impacting the business we work in and this session
did just that.
We found out Carl’s motivation and passion for the industry, along
with many wonderful examples of the value he has added to his
customers. It was followed by an energetic and curious Q&A
session. Despite the fact we speak to Financial Advisers every day,
the well structured and critical questions that were asked brought a
lot to the table for everyone.
Carl has asked how he would measure his success at our event?
He was advised that the volume and depth of questions could
easily be his yard stick. Judging success by this, we can safely
say that Carl was a hit with the WA ALUCA crowd and would be
welcome back any time. In lieu of a gift, Carl nominated the mental
health charity Act Belong Commit for a donation.
We are fully prepared and looking forward to our triple development
session on August 11th!

Interested in advertising here?
For further information email Pat at SecretariatOfficer@aluca.com
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SUB GROUP REPORTS

The NSW Sub Committee met 2016 with renewed energy and determination.

NSW SUB COMMITTEE
We sadly say good bye to two of our committee members
Amira Nimerawi and Rehana Masih. We would like to publicly
acknowledge them and thank both of them for their commitment
and service to our industry and ALUCA NSW.
We are pleased to welcome the new ALUCA NSW committee
members: Dr Doron Samuell, Rhiannon Wilson, Lana Collaris and
Nilava Sengupta. We are encouraged by the ongoing calibre of the
committee and remain dedicated to our members. We are keen to
continue to deliver value to our members with the support of the
national board.
We kicked off the year with our first free educational seminar
in May. We brought back, our keynote speaker from the 2015
Professional Development Day, in view of the feedback to share
further insights with us at our breakfast. Professor Jeffery Brand
was engaged in the first instance to draw on his experience on
change and from an industry that is seeing exponential change.
The ageing population is something that will have a significant
impact on our industry and it was ideal to get the professor to
continue to talk about his research and key insights when it comes
to ageing. The great advantage is that he knows our industry,
having delved into it himself a little in the past. While the numbers
were on the low side, the feedback from those who attended was
nothing but commendable.
This brings us to our most recent seminar held on July 20, which
was highly successful and booked out! We heard from.
Dr Antony Lau, a leading Interventional Cardiologist who was
highly informative, engaging and thoughtful. This was a session
that members had asked for and we’re thrilled we could deliver to
those requests.
To comment on or contribute to this newsletter, please email: Michael.Reid@aia.com | www.aluca.com
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SUB GROUP REPORTS
VIC SUB COMMITTEE
A cold and foggy day gave way to warm reception for ALUCA Vic
and CMG’s first combined event in Melbourne.
The topic this fantastic free for members event, ‘Legal Insights’
was covered over two fantastic presentations by industry experts.
The first presentation was done by John Myatt from TurksLegal.
John used recent court cases to provide a valuable insight into
how a legal interpretation of TPD definitions, including words
such as “…unlike ever to engage in work…” can have a significant
difference in outcome on disputed claims.
The second presentation was done by Nicholas Matkovic and
Diren Fernando from HWL Ebsworth Lawyers. This presentation
used real cases to highlight what practice/process can be
beneficial when getting Retrospective Underwriting done on
claims. The presentation also showed scenarios based on real
court cases were where details given by Underwriters at a court
hearing turned out to be either beneficial or of no use to the
cases outcome.
Overall a very informative afternoon which also allowed attendee
to not only to learn and get insight in to real industry related cases,
but also get a chance to see other people within their industry and
have a chance to expand their network.
ALUCA Vic is looking forward to continue with its goal of bring
valuable and informative events to its members and the industry.
Our next event will be in September and will bring together a
fantastic line up of Rehab Specialist within the industry.
Stay tuned…

To comment on or contribute to this newsletter, please email: Michael.Reid@aia.com | www.aluca.com
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TPD CLAIMS SURVEY

TPD Employability Assessment Survey

Have your say - lead the change

The University of Sydney is conducting research on

Make a difference in how we report Employability Assessment of
TPD Claims.

employability assessment (EA) of TPD claims. As part of this
study, insurance rehabilitation advisors have collaborated
with the University to produce an online survey to go out to

If you would like to have your say to make a difference, please
complete the survey on the link below:

TPD claims.

Who can complete the survey?
The online survey takes about 15-minutes and is available to claims

TPD Employability
Assessment Survey



managers, team leaders, technical claims teams, and, importantly,
to claims assessors – essentially all those who read EA reports as
part of managing TPD claims.
The survey is voluntary and totally anonymous. Your response will
be unidentifiable and results will be aggregated.

Purpose of survey
 To improve EA’s based on claims feedback on content, quality
and process

Please link directly to the survey from an Internet connected browser
– to minimise connection issues please avoid VPN, mobile, or public
Wi-Fi connections. If the link above does not work, try copying the
link below into your web browser: https://surveys.sydney.edu.au/
surveys/?s=gm8LLxUewm
You can also access the survey link on the ALUCA website, from your
claims manager, rehab team, or from researcher Margaret Black on
0405 384 697 or mbla3044@uni.sydney.edu.au
This survey is ethics-approved by the University of Sydney.

 To improve claims assessors experience of EA
 To help achieve timely and fair decisions on TPD claims

To comment on or contribute to this newsletter, please email: Michael.Reid@aia.com | www.aluca.com
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FLINT FORENSICS – Business Structures and Activities – Understanding their importance
in the assessment process
Often an insured’s accountant or financial planner have these on

Bruce Flint

hand, however, these would be simplistic in nature but would do the

Forensic Accountant at
Flint Forensics

job for a quick snapshot. I always take the concept of the business


Qualification
CA, CFE, A Graduate Certificate of Forensics Studies majoring
in Accounting (Monash University) and holds a Private Inquiry
Licence 409418787.
Experience
Over 19 years of hands-on experience in the accounting
profession.
Consulting history includes: Financial Controller for private and
publicly listed companies, business start-ups, restructures and
ongoing management of those companies.
I was the author of the first report to NSW Parliament on the
Sydney Water North Side Storage Tunnel.
Since 2001, I have consulted on Workers Compensation matters,
worked for all but one Australian life insurer and one in
New Zealand.

The first thing to do in any claim is to understand the business
structure and activities. The size and scale of the business

structure diagram to another level for the following reasons:
 All relevant information is detailed in the diagram.
 The diagram can be forwarded to an insured and/or their
advisors for confirmation. Engagement is key to good
relationships and diagrams are a great tool
 It is a handy tool to go to in understanding an insured’s business
structure and activities when the claim has not been looked at
for a long time or can be taken to a meeting.
 It reduces professional time.
 When forwarded to an insured and/or their advisors it shows
them that you understand their business, you are well organised
and on top of your game.
The relevant information I see is as follows:
 Incorporation and deregistration dates.
 Australian Business Number (ABN) and Goods and Services Tax
(GST) registration and cancellation dates.
 All directors including their appointment and resignation dates.
 List of shareholders, their shareholding/percentages held over
periods.

is the next step so that a high level value call in relation to
the impact of the disability on the business can be made. Is

 List of principal places of business and the periods.

the insured still or likely to be working and to what extent

 Details of any administrations and liquidations.

is extremely important as some policies allow the insured
to work a maximum of 10 hour per week and still claim total
disability benefits. Yes, our job gets easier with product

 Any PPSR information.
 List of trading names and periods.

innovations. Products used to be designed to put a person

With complex structures, this high level view assists in

back in the same position they were if it was not for the

understanding what has happened over a period of time and assist

sickness or accident and those days are long gone.

in ensuring all information required to be obtained is requested.

Depending on the complexity of the business structure, business
diagrams should be prepared.

The business structure diagram illustrates an example diagram
Continued...

ALUCA acknowledges the support of Silver Partners:
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FLINT FORENSICS – Business Structures and Activities – Understanding their importance
in the assessment process
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FLINT FORENSICS – Business Structures and Activities – Understanding their importance
in the assessment process
In the old days, when paper files were in existence, these were
usually located somewhere in the file and possibly tagged in
chronological order. I would suggest that the business structure
diagram is as important as the policy rules and should be located at
the front of the file.

remaining 50 per cent then Mr Grahame Flint’s profit attribution

These days, with the digital age, from what I have seen the
documents information is being stored in chronological order.
Unfortunately there are no tags. Flint Forensics is fully digitised
and all documents can be viewed in chronological order but can be
also viewed under folders, such as ‘Business Structure’. With our
‘CliNet’ Portal, information is at your fingertips and we just make
your life easier.

The calculation worksheet would look something like this:

If there are multiple third party directors there may be multiple
shareholders and if there are multiply subsidiaries, then
understanding what profit attribution percentage should be applied
is important. For example and the above diagram;
Currently Mr Grahame Flint has disclosed the following
interest to 22 July 2013:
50 per cent of Billtop Investment Holdings Pty Ltd.
25 per cent of Zanith Trust.
50 per cent of Quality Questionable Plumbing Pty Ltd.
If another entity, is added, that is Wang Industries Pty Ltd who
which Zanith Trust owns 50 per cent and Kieren Curley owns the

percentage would be 12.5 per cent. The calculation as follows:
(25 per cent of Zanith Trust x 50 per cent of Wang
Industries Pty Ltd)

Billtop
Investments
Holdings
Pty Ltd

Zanith
Trust

Quality
Questionable
Plumbing
Pty Ltd

Wang
Industries
Pty Ltd

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

Profit
Attribution
Percentage

50%

25%

50%

12.5%

Net
Earnings

50,000

50,000

150,000

50,000

Net
Adjusted
Earnings

It is all about making things easier as the premium pools increase
through new business so do claims and productivity gains need to
be made.
Just remember, when it’s all about the money ® Flint Forensics Pty
Ltd can provide profitable solutions to make things happen.

The benefits of ALUCA membership
Benefits of membership include
•

Keeping up to date with what’s happening in the industry

•

Opportunities to network with your peers

•

Attendance at seminars & conference at member price.

•

Advice on education programs

•

Accredited membership grades

•

Access to the Members only area of the website,
which includes downloadable copies of
conference and seminar papers

•

Job advertising service

•

Access to various prizes and scholarships

Become a member

To comment on or contribute to this newsletter, please email: Michael.Reid@aia.com | www.aluca.com
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11 QUESTIONS WITH SUE LAING, FOUNDER OF CLAIMS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS,
THE RISK STORE

Sue Laing
Founder
The Risk Store and C-MAP /
Insurance Industry Consultant


Tell our readers a little about yourself, The Risk
Store, C-MAP and what you do?
About Sue
I’ve been in the industry for over 40 years. I’m an underwriter and
claims assessor by training but have also run sales teams for life
companies, established the country’s first life insurance product
research company, co-owned and run a specialist risk dealer group
for over 10 years then become a gun-for-hire industry consultant,
Finally I established a brand - The Risk Store - ten years ago.

What is Pete’s role in the business?
This new venture took off faster than
anticipated. Pete Wincott stepped in as
my business partner and our Managing
Director. His great relationship and
business management skills drove our
growth and got us through a few industry
and economic challenges. Ten years
on, he has developed excellent industry
and technical knowledge, but it was his
lengthy background in consumer marketing that spawned our
‘client experience’ consulting work and C-MAP.

Who is The Risk Store?
The Risk Store is an independent specialist training, consultancy
and content provider for the life insurance and superannuation
industries in Australia and New Zealand. We operate a web-based
life risk ‘library’ for advisers, under ‘The Risk Store’ brand. Advisers

(and insurers) become members under a 24/7 subscription model
which offers a huge range of unique technical and soft skills
resources on ‘all things life insurance’. Some of your members may
know us as the exclusive collator and publisher of the life industry
claims paid statistics for the last ten years. The stats are available
to Risk Store members only and are a popular tool to counter media
and consumer cynicism!
We also conduct group training and provide PD day facilitation.
The last few years though, has seen our industry consulting
business grow significantly and working on ‘the claims experience’
has become our focus. This coincides with insurers’ and super
funds’ increasing concerns around claims delivery.

This particular focus on the claimant experience:
why is that?
No one was even acknowledging, never mind actually reviewing
their actual claimant experience until we started discussing it with
insurers years ago. We suspect some insurers still don’t really get
it. That has got to change. Insurers need to become the ‘hero’ in
claims. In these days of consumer awareness and with the ease
of going public on institutional shortfalls, no longer can a poor
experience be allowed to survive.
Besides, the best experience is what all policy holders deserve.
Even if their claim is declined it can be managed expertly.

So - what spawned the C-MAP service?
How can advisers make their insurer choice more robust than
by purely following product research outcomes? Isn’t the likely
claimant experience a valid factor to take into account? We think
so - but nothing delivered this type of input for advisers. Until we
developed C-MAP to measure the true claimant experience. And
when this was ready, we recognised it was also a blueprint that
insurers can use to analyse and improve claims processes towards
an excellent experience that could be regarded as best practice.
Hence - C-MAP for short.
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What is C-MAP?
C-MAP is our unique, granular methodology called the Claims
Management Analysis Programme. We are independent so the
results are too. We assess and analyse every element of claims
management and administration, much of this reviewed on actual,
live files. A claims experience should be so much more than just
“was the claim paid or not paid?”
C-MAP is often incorrectly perceived as an ‘audit’ tool or a ‘ratings’
service. It’s neither. First and foremost, it is a business assessment
tool for management. We gave it a rating function because insurers’
sales and marketing departments wanted a device to use to inform
their advisers how well they rated.
C-MAP’s been delivered to three retail and five group insurers –
some multiple times. We have just delivered C-MAP to BT Life for
the third time in six years, with each result better than the last.
Whereas C-MAP did not drive and/or inform all the strides BT
has achieved, then it has been the trigger for those strides to be
achieved, then endorsed.
In your experience, what is your current take on the state of claims
handling in the life industry, both retail and group?
Plenty of claims are being paid. That’s great. But broadly, the
‘how’ is okay. Just okay. Okay isn’t acceptable in our opinion and
we doubt it is for policy holders and their advisers. But perhaps
worse is the great divide between the best and the mediocre. We
have seen very sub-standard and very excellent claims handling
and we know what can be done to standardise industry quality of
experience.
I guess that is why we get called in by our clients.

What role do you see technology playing in the
advancement of claims management?
Technology cannot replace human intervention, support
and communication, but areas such as submission and
acknowledgement; claimant data metrics analysis and reporting;
medical report gathering (hello federal government!); managing
health preventative incentives; and reducing the claims touch points
all have great potential for technology-delivered efficiencies.

What are the current key challenges in group claims
management?
One challenge arises above all others and will be the most
impactful if it is conquered. The multiple levels of stakeholder:
insurer, trustee, administrator and in some cases employer, must
be subsumed inside the management process, so that the claiming
member enjoys a confusion-free, seamless path through the claim
despite the concurrent and discrete roles and functions of each
stakeholder.

What are the top 5 things you feel insurers can
look at doing to improve their claims processes,
policies and procedures towards a brilliant claimant
experience?
1. Can we say “start by engaging in a C-MAP conversation”?
2. Don’t view claims simply as a business activity, from A to Z.
That’s no longer acceptable. View it as a wonderful opportunity
to showcase to your policyholders, claims recipients and
stakeholders the value of delivering on ‘the promise’.

There is a very long way to go.

Looking ahead, where do you see the most likely/
necessary areas of change that will impact on
claimants?
Clear, timely, transparent and informative communication is the
number one area for improvement. Quality assurance across all
administration and case activity, including robustness of the peer
review process, would be the other key priority.

3. Embark on a long-term plan to commit to QA; involve everyone
connected with claims, internal and external, as part of the
process. Adequately resource the plan and don’t skimp,
financially or with the right talent.
4. Be transparent. Be inclusive.
5. Be critical. Be honest - about how well (or not) you deliver the
claimant experience. Question “can we do better?”

Interested in advertising here?
For further information email Pat at SecretariatOfficer@aluca.com
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THE FUTURE OF THE UNDERWRITING PROFESSION
 Move down the corporate status chain

Hank George
FALU


Hank has been in underwriting for 43 years and since 2002 he
has been self-employed as an educator, author and consultant.
Hank founded On the Risk magazine and the International
Underwriting Congress (which held 5 successful global
meetings from 1996 to 2007). He has written over 500 articles/
papers plus 5 books, and addressed most major underwriting
associations worldwide, including ALUCA. In recent years, Hank
has focused on the future of our profession and been a staunch
advocate for change in North America. He may be reached at
hank@hankgeorge.com.

Caution: what you are about to read has been shown
to induce panic attacks in head office underwriters!

What does the future hold for our profession?
This question is quite distinct from the future of underwriting as a
practice engaged in by insurers. Clearly, many believe risk selection
can be done adequately without humans…if not today, at some
time in the relatively near future.
On May 4 I was given an opportunity to make a presentation on this
subject in a venue I never thought possible: the main stage of the
2016 AHOU conference.
If the views of prominent North American underwriters were cast
in political jargon, I would most certainly be situated at the far Left
of that spectrum, as a radical advocate of acknowledging and
confronting threats to our profession.
Thanks to the courage of a few fellow progressives in the AHOU’s
executive group, I was provided with this unique forum to speak
my mind on these sensitive and controversial issues. This essay
addresses those issues, which affect, to a greater or lesser degree,
underwriters in all developed life and morbidity insurance markets.

Threats to Our Profession
The number one threat to us is a phenomenon for which I coined a
fitting term: clericalization
This insidious and slowly evolving process chips away at our status
as a profession until we come to be regarded as little more than
white-collar clerks.
Unless we recognize this and then act in our own best interests,
we are destined to experience these predictable consequences of
creeping clericalization:

 Endure lower salary ranges with less compensation and no
bonuses
 Work on a virtual production line
 Receive few or no dollars for career development, including for
participating in our associations and other learning/networking
experiences
We have already experienced two developments consistent with
this process:
 Higher paid underwriting managers made “redundant” through
faux position elimination, followed by hiring or promoting
someone paid less money to handle essentially the same
accountabilities
 Underwriters forced to reapply for their jobs to realize similar
outcomes
There are a number of key factors paving the road to clericalization.
When I surveyed over 90 North American underwriters, including
those most actively involved in our national association’s activities,
the consensus number one driver of clericalization was the growing
perception that underwriters’ productivity is more important than
the quality of their work.
With advent of innumerable metrics (including those derived from
denigrating use of stopwatches to micro-measure each task), it
is now possible to “slice and dice” every aspect of underwriter
productivity. This has empowered those obsessed with grinding
out business without regard to potentially unfavorable intermediateand long-term mortality and morbidity.
The occupational “life expectancy” of insurer C-class executives, in
particular CEO and COO, has shortened greatly from past decades.
This, along with generous “golden parachutes,” allows them to
focus largely on generating revenue – with its attendant positive
impact on stock prices and executive compensation – because they
are insulated against later adverse downstream consequences.
The notion of making the best decision possible through meticulous
consideration of all risk-related information at hand, consistent with
being a professional, has given way to making the fastest decision
ossible even if it means cutting corners in our assessments.
In other words, the underwriter who churns out, say, 20 cases a
day is held in higher regard than the underwriter who does a lesser
number but with higher quality decisions as reflected in the results
of internal and reinsurer audits.
We are seeing a growing number of what we call “underwriting
sweat shops,” where this mindset has resulted in factory-esque
work environments.
To make matters worse, I hear repeatedly from peers countrywide
that underwriters in unabashed sweatshops as well as other
insurers are now expected to work 50 if not even more hours each
week, on a sustained basis.
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THE FUTURE OF THE UNDERWRITING PROFESSION
And the punch line here is that most who do so are not paid for
these extra hours.
This is because employers have managed to expand the range of
employees they can designate as “exempt” (from overtime, that is),
notwithstanding the fact that “exempt” status was meant to apply
solely to persons with managerial – not solely case production –
accountabilities!
New business executives, with solid background in technical
underwriting, are disposed to push back against the productivityfirst mentality. That is, save for those who have thrown in the
proverbial towel and are merely trying to tread water in order to
survive until retirement.
Conversely, those who are bereft of risk assessment savvy and
make light of the notion that underwriting is both a science and an
art, readily embrace the productivity-based approach.

The Consistency Myth and “Dumbing Down”
Underwriting
One of the arguments fueling clericalization is exaggerating the
importance of “underwriting consistency.”
Every veteran underwriter would likely concur that if two risks are
essentially identical, the final decision regard insurability status
should be same for both.

 One report cited nearly complete regression of the tumor; the
other did not comment on regression.
 One report noted a steeply vertical pattern of dermal invasion
arising from one portion of the tumor; the other noted a more
diffuse tumor without this prominent vertical growth phase
feature.
 One pathology report noted a robust lymphocyte response to
the tumor; the other made no mention of this.
 One applicant had a negative sentinel lymph node biopsy; the
other did not have a SNL biopsy done.
 One applicant had a prior melanoma in situ on his anterior scalp;
the other had no prior melanoma.
 One pathologist got a second opinion from a dermatopathologist
specializing in pigmented neoplasia and the original diagnosis
was affirmed; the other pathologist did not pursue a second
opinion.
 One applicant was previously treated with ultraviolet therapy for
en plaque psoriasis; the other was not.
 One applicant previously indulged in indoor tanning for 10 years;
the other did not.
 One applicant dutifully returned for advised follow-up visits with
his physician over the ensuing 2 years; the other was too busy to
keep appointments for this purpose.
 One applicant used a smartphone app to send his physician
pictures of the tumor site at intervals over the next 2 years; the
other did not.

This said, we also know that, save for the least complicated and
typically uni-dimensional cases, two risks are rarely if ever identical
in all parameters.

Would any of these additional considerations influence your
decision…even if it raised the specter of “inconsistency” based on
the risk parameters addressed within your guidelines?

Take for example two cases of cutaneous melanoma in 50 year-old
males.

For your sake, dear reader, I hope your answer is “yes.”

Both tumors shared the following identical features

Does overemphasis of consistency equate to “dumbing down” the
underwriting process?

 Located on the trunk

Yes.

 Superficial-spreading type
 Clark level III
 Breslow thickness 0.85 mm
 No reported abnormal mitotic activity
 No reported ulceration
 No reported metastases
Should the underwriting outcome be the same because age,
gender and 7 shared risk criteria are all identical?

What about those so-called calculators that have become quite
fashionable recently? Do they inadvertently (or otherwise) lead to
the same end?
Yes.
Anything that serves to “dumb down” underwriting supports
clericalization because it suggests that one does not need the skills
and judgment of a professional to appraise risks adequately.

Before you answer, consider these additional factors:

BIG DATA (Predictive Analytics)

 One applicant saw his doctor because his melanoma itched and
bled briefly; the other tumor was asymptomatic and incidentally
noted by the physician during lung auscultation.

One cannot go to an industry gathering these days without being
bombarded with information, often lathered with hyperbole, about
the wonders of BIG DATA and how they will transform, among other
things, the underwriting process.

 One applicant has a family history of melanoma in a parent and a
sibling; the other had no family history of melanoma.
 One pathology report noted the ulceration was absent and no
mitoses were seen; the other did not comment on either factor.

In many cases, one of the arguments advanced by those who
would profit handsomely from the embrace of their predictive
analytics model is that it reduces or eliminates altogether the
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THE FUTURE OF THE UNDERWRITING PROFESSION
need for traditional underwriting…and, by inference, the need for
underwriters in equal measure.
Aside from the fact that one can easily debunk many of these
so-called “resources,” what matters is that top management has
become outspokenly enamored of many BIG DATA schemes.
And in most cases, these executives know little or nothing about
risk appraisal, which increases their gullibility exponentially.
We have made a commitment that our underwriting practices will
give a wide berth to factors we have deemed off-limits in the risk
assessment process. These include matters related to relative
socioeconomic status, marital status, race/ethnicity, religion and
sexual orientation. Because we use the same premium rates for
males and females, one might add “gender” to this list as well.
Upon closer inspection, many BIG DATA schemes compromise this
commitment, often to an egregious extent.
There are many credible uses of predictive analytics in risk
appraisal that genuinely enhance the underwriter’s capacity to
appropriately appraise risks. These are legitimate assets and they
do not threaten us.
However, there are others – most notably, here in America, use of
personal purchase records – that do have ominous implications
for our profession as well as how our industry is perceived in the
marketplace.
Sadly, there have been many instances when chief underwriters
have failed to challenge the “merits” of even the most obviously
inappropriate analytics, undoubtedly because they feared for their
jobs. I believe it is an appropriate accountability of our professional
associations to take a stand on some of these flawed offerings.

Unconsciously Undermining Our Own Interests
Several years ago, I was asked to consult with a medium-size life
company that was in the process of developing a new life product.
At the first gathering of the project team, I was taken aback by the
absence of persons from the carrier’s underwriting department. I
asked the team leader why none of the folks from underwriting were
present.
After a bit of hemming and hawing, this individual, who happened
to be an actuary, said that they decided to proceed without input
from the underwriters because “every time we have tried to work
with them in the past, all they did was push back against each new
approach on the table for discussion.”
“Impossible!” “Can’t be done!” “Won’t work”
And so on.
If we want to retain our status as professionals, the last thing we should
do is adopt this approach when asked for our input on new ideas.
Yes, many of the concepts aired out will not have merit when further
vetted.

However, listening carefully, discussing matters amongst ourselves
and then responding in a way that reflects favorably on our
judgment will do a great deal more for other status as professionals
than being perceived as spontaneous and intransigent naysayers.
One excellent example of this phenomenon is what is currently
happening here with electrocardiograms as screening tools.
Until quite recently, all insurers had age/amount (sum insured)
thresholds where ECGs were routinely required. We rely heavily
on paramedicals and ECGs can be done in conjunction with these
exams.
Now, with our expanding emphasis on making the customer
journey, if you will, as “painless” as possible, most insurers have cut
back substantially on ECG use.
There are some underwriting executives and medical officers
who have bucked this trend, insisting that we must not stop using
ECGs, despite the fact that we have a faster, cheaper and better
alternative with the blood test NT-proBNP.
NT-proBNP has more comprehensive documentation of risk
appraisal value than any medical underwriting asset in history.
Therefore, it is simply (and in part accurately) assumed by others
that this passionate defense of the ECG is based in the notion that
the ability to interpret ECGs somehow embellishes our professional
status!
When we cast ourselves in this unflattering light, we undermine our
future prospects.

What Can We Do to Stem the Tide of
Clericalization?
I addressed this question in my May presentation from a North
American perspective. Some of my admonitions are less important
elsewhere for a variety of reasons.
For example, I urged AHOU to be 100% transparent as regards
what it shares with its members. Suffice to say this has not been
the case literally throughout our history and the situation has, if
anything, deteriorated since AHOU was created out of the merger
of its two predecessor organizations.
As a member of ALUCA, I intuit that this is not a significant issue on
your side of the Pacific!
I believe the primary thrust of our organizational activity must be
to promote the interests of our profession at every opportunity and
with substantial energy and resource dedication.
We must do everything within our power to assure that everyone of
influence in the industry knows what we do and why our profession
is important to the success (or perhaps, to better get attract their
rapt attention, the “profitability”) of the life insurance industry.
When we see what the US actuaries have achieved in this regard via
the robust activities of their national associations, it is obvious why
they do not need to trouble themselves with clericalization angst.
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There is far too much apathy in our ranks.
It is most evident in our several dozen state and local underwriting
associations. Most have poor turnouts for their events, operate on a
“shoe string” budget and suffer for lack of members stepping up to
assume positions on their executive committees.
There are a number of plausible explanations for this profound
malaise and little is gained from dissecting them. What does matter
is taking every option at our disposal to get underwriters’ attention
and make them understand why their lassitude is unwittingly
undermining their own best interests.

Our discussion group is meeting again the second week in June
to continue its exploration of issues impacting both professions.
Hopefully, this second meeting will catalyze further initiatives.
In the UK, the quite successful LUCID conferences were also the
result of joint efforts between medical officers and underwriters.
Our problem is that while many in our midst could spearhead such
initiatives, hardly any are willing to do so. While this unfortunate
reality is by no means unique to our profession, we can ill-afford for

Another largely ignored opportunity is to forge international
connectivity among underwriters. This is best accomplished at the
organizational level and the good news is that most countries or at
least regions with robust life insurance industries have underwriting
associations.

this to persist, lest our few activists pass on with no one to take up

The International Underwriting Congress (despite a string of highly
successful events on three continents) and “lifeunderwriting.com”
(founded by an Australia visionary) both crashed and burned, each
for their own reasons.

I did not do any prognosticating in my AHOU presentation. That

Meanwhile, medical officers have ICLAM and actuaries have
several global associations facilitating networking and, to a greater
or lesser extent, the exchange of ideas and maintenance of
connectivity between conferences.

Is clericalization now inevitable?

ALUCA is the first national association to reach out meaningfully
beyond its borders to create a larger professional community. As
groundbreaking as it is, this huge achievement is nevertheless just
the tip of the iceberg of what is needed.
I have offered my services to AHOU and its sister organization
called ALU (Academy of Life Underwriting) to put together –
pro bono – what would likely be the first comprehensive list of
underwriting associations worldwide. It would include contact
information for its leaders and other essential organizational details,
thus enabling further steps to be taken to establish connectivity on
a sustainable basis.
My offer was declined with the assurance that this would be done
by one or both of these organizations.
Three years later, nothing has been done.
Frustrated by the utter lack of any dialogue between AHOU and
our medical officers’ association (AAIM), I organized the Medical
Director/Underwriter Discussion Group. Within a month, there were
20 committed members and we met for the first time last June.
Our purpose was to discussion issues perceived by members as
either threats or opportunities for both professions.
As a direct result of that meeting, AHOU and AAIM executives
met in September 2015 to create ways in which they could work
together. It boggles the mind to think that despite coexisting in
the same space – risk management – for God knows how many
decades, neither these groups nor their predecessors had ever held
such a meeting!

the fight.

What is the Bottom Line?
was neither the time nor the place to comment on this question,
which is whether we have already passed the tipping point.

Will our profession go the way of the chimney sweep?
If you put a pistol to my head (which is far more likely to happen
over here given our misguided affection for weaponry!) and forced
me to answer to save my life…
…I would say, yes, it probably is too late, that is, absent a
substantial and determined effort on the part of more than one or
two true believers to turn the tide.
Those who step forward – assuming anyone does – would would
need high energy, thick skins and sufficient job security.
Indeed, working for an insurer could be an absolute
contraindication to this level of activism for reasons that need not
be spelled out.
We have one true believer and he confesses to not as yet hearing
the hoof beats of the fabled Four Horsemen.
Do we have others able to work on a global level?
If not, then at the very least, we must have individuals willing to
work relentlessly within their respective organizations locally,
nationally or regionally to affect essentials changes on what is
clearly a time-sensitive basis.
Because, my fellow professional underwriters, if we continue with
the status quo, we are [inappropriate language deleted]
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5 MINUTES WITH …….
ANDREW MCPHERSON

Career summary:
• Started in the industry 1985
• In various underwriting roles since 1987, with several insurers
and reinsurers
• Based predominately in Melbourne, but have spent several
years interstate in Perth, Adelaide and Sydney
• Worked for a few years as a consultant providing various risk
management solutions, including building and delivering a
standalone trainee underwriting program
• Has held several committee roles with Senior Underwriter’s
Forum (Victoria) over many years – currently President.

1. What was your first job?
Outside of a newspaper route at age 12 (I think we all had one at
one stage), my first real paying gig was as a waiter at a theatre
restaurant in Carlton (Melbourne). I got the opportunity through my
best mate as his older brother owned the restaurant, and I was paid
in cash and in whatever alcohol was left over from the functions
that were held. I remember a radio station held their staff Christmas
party there one year, and they over-estimated the alcohol they
needed, by a considerable margin. My mate and I enjoyed a very
good Christmas bonus. I was only 18, but the cash I earned was
enough to convince me to defer my studies at University for 12
months and look for a better paying gig – never went back!

2. How long have you been
involved in the life insurance
industry and in what roles?
I started at age 18 (4 weeks after I left Uni) at Guardian Royal
Exchange in Melbourne as a New Business clerk. That was in
late 1985 and after 2 years moved into a junior underwriting
role (my training consisted of 10 insurance applications and the
reinsurance manual!). Throughout the journey I have been in various
underwriting roles in Melbourne, Perth, Adelaide and Sydney with
various insurers and reinsurers. I also had my own consultancy

Bucket list:
• Continue to improve my risk management knowledge with a
global role, with Asia a key focus.
Life outside Life
• Loving the coastal lifestyle, not far from the Great Ocean
Road in Victoria
• 5 kids (21 to 7), with most weekends taken up with junior
hockey, cricket & tennis
• Passionate collector of Star Wars Lego – Ultimate collector
series (the big boys stuff – don’t judge me!)

Something few people will know is that I worked as a claims
supervisor for 18
months (at GRE). I
decided to go back to
underwriting when a
lady thought her claim
would be assessed
more quickly by hitting
me with her handbag
in the front office.
I am still going
through therapy……..

3. What is your current role and primary
responsibilities at Munich Re?
I re-joined Munich Re in September 2015, and my official role is
Senior Underwriting Consultant. This covers a diverse range of
responsibilities, however the key ones are assisting our clients
with placing challenging underwriting risks, helping them profile
risk appropriately, providing audit solutions, etc. I am also heavily
involved in our own internal workflow solution platform.

4. In your eyes, what have been the highlights and
lowlights in the Australasian life industry during
your career?
I think the highlight has been the growth of professionalism in our
industry – we have moved from very little (if any) self-regulation
when I started, to a vastly different world now. Insurance brokers,
underwriters, claims assessors – we are all much more educated,
regulated and ultimately more professional.

for a major insurer. Prior to re-joining Munich Re I was Chief

The lowlight is how we continually make this a cyclical industry – we
seem to often make the same mistakes. This is not the first time our
industry has been suffering from sustainability issues, and they are

Underwriter at AIA Australia.

invariably caused by the same brew of ingredients.

business for 3 years and ran my own underwriting trainee program
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5. Currently what do you see as the main
challenge/s for life insurers and reinsurers?
Providing relevant and sustainable insurance solutions is the biggest

8. What are your thoughts on the much publicised
Underinsurance Gap in Australia and how should
we tackle this issue?

challenge, and one in which we are making some headway. We are still

The value of group insurance has the potential to change this

largely marketing a product range that was designed decades ago, for

significantly. Most of the working population has a degree of

a market that has insurance needs that have moved beyond what we

insurance coverage, however default coverage rarely meets the

can currently provide them. We need to look outside the ‘one size fits

real insurance needs for most. I think a solution possibly lies in

all’ mentality, both in product and in underwriting our product.

both revisiting minimum insurance levels within group insurance
and in educating the public on their insurance needs and solutions

I see the work that is currently going into incorporating wearable

in the retail market – something we simply do not do well. The

technology into insurance offerings as one of the best opportunities

real solution however simply lies in making insurance easy (again

we have to remain relevant to a new generation with more dynamic

something we don’t do well).

insurance needs.

6. The industry has come to the realisation
that Income Protection in its current form is
unsustainable - without ongoing and significant
premium hikes. In April 2015, Munich Re published
a paper: Income Protection – A time for review.
Have you seen any positive movement since this
paper in the industry?

9. In 5 years time, where do you see the Australian
life insurance industry? And in your opinion are
there any game-changing innovations on the
horizon?
The lines between Life insurance and health insurance are
becoming blurred, and I believe 5 (to 10) years time will see our
industry very focussed on not just providing traditional insurance
solutions, but new solutions in improving the health of the insured
population. Imagine the day when your insurance premiums and

I certainly have. I am aware that many insurers are revisiting their

definitions / benefits are fluid (not fixed) and based on you regularly

disability product range to incorporate a more realistic offering – in

providing real-time health metrics. The revolution is coming!

terms of pricing, definitions and benefits. However, ensuring the
end client is still the key focus in any product design must still be
paramount. The introduction of modern disability tables (ADI 20072011) has also been a very positive move.

10. How is ALUCA performing in your view? Where
is ALUCA doing well and where can improvements
be made?
I have seen some good advances with ALUCA in the past few

7. Whether implemented this year or next, the
Life Insurance Framework (LIF) will change the way
life insurance is sold in Australia. To what extent do
you envisage this reform to have on our industry
and in particular in the claims and underwriting
space?
I don’t see much impact on underwriting and claims, per se. The
real impact will be in the distribution of our products, and the
retention rates (which are improving outside of LIF).

years, particularly in the area of professional recognition and
ongoing education. I would like to see ALUCA increasing it’s
exposure to similar industry bodies globally (particularly in ASIA
and the US). I see the ability for members to easily share knowledge
across geographical borders as a key area ALUCA can look
to focus on, particularly as we look to increase the education
standards of the membership. Ultimately however, ALUCA is there
for the broader membership and the members need to interact
with ALUCA regularly to gain the real benefits that a strong industry
body like ALUCA can provide. I am not sure that is really happening
at the moment.
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THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF LIFE
Traditionally, there is nothing like a Personal Medical Attendance Record (PMAR), periodical progress report or medical
certificate to slow down a claims or underwriting assessment.
Over the last five years, the Life industry has dramatically reduced the need for doctor-reliant medical reports by utilising the
humble telephone. Client medical information that we only accepted from a doctor is now obtained directly from the client. This
has resulted in improved turnaround times and reduced costs. Unfortunately the telephone cannot cover every situation and this
is where the next phase of the medical information evolution comes into its own. To further explain, here are two perspectives
from two leading Australasian e-health solution providers.

Dr Brandon Carp
Executive Chairman & Founder
of UHG


Dr Brandon Carp graduated medicine with honours in 1987 and
continued in clinical practice till 2008. In 1997 he founded UHG
and led the organisation as Managing Director until late 2014
when he assumed the role of Executive Chairman. Brandon has
a history of driving innovation in healthcare having been a cofounder of Salus Healthcare and Dr Know Magazine and in 2014
was nominated for Australian EY Entrepreneur Of The Year.
Brandon holds an honorary position at Monash University’s
Department of Public Health and Preventative Medicine
and is a regular examiner for Monash University medical
school candidates. He is a past member of the Ardoch Youth
Foundation board and the development committee for Menzies
School of Health Research, Australia’s leading indigenous
health research body.

Connecting the dots
In 2016, whether we are shopping on Ebay, travelling by Uber or
finding a handyman on Airtasker, we expect ease and convenience.
Digital electricity bills, airplane boarding passes and party
invitations just arrive into our inboxes. Data moves seamlessly
across the internet to serve an endless array of needs. At the
same time a person who visits the doctor and requires a medical
certificate is handed a piece of paper, sometimes typed, but often
hand written in a language that tis commonly known as ‘doctors
scrawl’.
So what is the answer? Digital health or e-health is about
electronically connecting points of care so that health information
can be shared securely and quickly.

Electronic Certificates
Today the technology exists to enable a doctor to deliver a medical
certificate directly from their desktop to the end user in real
time. This solution enables a doctor to pre-fill the certificate from
information in their practice management software system. The
certificate is also a ‘smart form’ with dynamic sections that change
depending on the answers. A printed copy can still be given to the
patient if they want.

This exists today… it is not science fiction. Return to Work
South Australia, the agency responsible for providing work injury
insurance and regulating the workers compensation scheme in
South Australia, has just implemented this solution. Previously it
took them about 30 days to receive a medical certificate – now it is
received in real time directly into their system.
Well this same solution can be used in life insurance for receiving
initial and progress medical certificates that are required by claims
assessors enabling faster payment of claims. BT Financial Group is
leading the way with this innovation soon to be launched but there
is a real opportunity to standardise the medical certificate across
the life insurance industry using this Smart form technology. There
is even a push to have a single medical certificate stored in the
doctor’s practice management system that can be used for life,
workers compensation and compulsory third party insurers.
Information will be received faster and more securely. No more
illegible and incomplete forms that delay payments to a customer.
This means a better service for all customers at the moment of
truth, not to mention a more efficient process for doctors and
insurers.

Electronic Exchange of Medical Files
Today an entire medical file or parts thereof can be requested from
a doctor and then exchanged securely directly from that doctor’s
practice management system, with just a few mouse clicks. One
of the biggest improvements digital health can bring is to improve
efficiency and save time for doctors which is why the Royal College
of General Practitioners (RACGP) is supporting such initiatives.
Tomorrow, which is nearly here, there will be a solution that can
highlight and even summarise the important and relevant parts of a
medical file. This can then be passed through an underwriting rules
engine.

So what’s next?
The Australian health system is complex, and made up of
thousands of disconnected healthcare providers – GPs, specialists,
hospitals, pharmacies, physiotherapists, pathology and the list
goes on. The Government once had a vision for a health system
existing on a single common technology platform but learnt the
hard way that this is not realistic. Problems will be solved by
connecting the healthcare ecosystem. Some of these dots are
already connected the next big challenge is to get insurers and
doctors to adopt these innovative solutions.
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THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF LIFE
Tom Bowden
CEO, HealthLink


Tom Bowden is CEO of HealthLink, a company that provides
electronic communications services to more than 95% of
Australian and New Zealand General Practices. HealthLink
has led the formation of the Aduro Alliance and has developed
SmartForms technology which is currently being deployed
across more than 13,500 Australasian medical organisations.

The Medical Certificate will be with you Smartly
Every now and then a simple change completely transforms an
industry or marketplace.
The ability to sense and anticipate that change then take advantage
of it decides the success or failure of every industry player. As
Charles Darwin said “It is not the strongest of the species that
survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to
change.
Right now insurers and work-cover provider organisations are
unable to get good quality information from general practices. The
information they do get is limited in quantity, often late and by all
measures very costly. The impact of this inadequacy is poor claims
management and significant limitations in the ability to accurately
triage and actively manage their claimants’ return to work. Given
that information is the lifeblood of the insurance and work-cover
industries; that is an unacceptable situation. But all is about to
change.
An Australasian industry alliance to develop SmartForms
technology is enabling doctors to quickly and accurately produce
medical certificates in a few mouse clicks, pulling information
from their patient records and sending it directly in real time, thus
enabling insurers, work-cover providers and similar organisations to
obtain high quality information directly from the medical practices’
computer systems.
The key initiative allowing this is the Aduro interface, developed
by the open standards based Aduro Alliance, signatories to
which include all of the major general practice computer systems,
including Medical Director, Best Practice, Genie, Medtech, My
Practice, IntraHealth, Houston Medical, a growing number of

specialised software packages and other medical systems currently
under development. These systems account for more than 95% of
Australia’s and 98% of New Zealand’s GP desktops.
The Aduro Interface enables practices to quickly and easily call
up a SmartForm and auto-populate it with a predefined set of
patient information. The SmartForm itself is hosted centrally
on a secure server and can therefore be updated and changed
once before making the updated SmartForm available to all
users simultaneously. The system is the product of an $8 million
investment by the medical software industry, led by HealthLink,
Australia’s largest Health-system Integrator, which has electronic
links into almost all of Australia’s general practices.
SmartForms are fast, efficient and they are quickly becoming
the preferred means by which information is exchanged. GPs
are using Aduro and SmartForms to refer patients to hospitals
and specialists, to order pathology tests and to communicate
with government agencies. They are already using the Aduro
interface and SmartForms technology to communicate with some
insurers and workover organisations such as the New Zealand
Accident Compensation Corporation and the NZ Ministry of Social
Development.
In New Zealand where the Aduro Interface was developed,
SmartForms are already being sent by GPs 1,000 times per hour.
In Australia, New South Wales Roads and Maritime Services is
currently building SmartForms to enable drivers licencing medical
checks to be performed. A range of other SmartForms applications
are underway.
Making form filling fast and efficient for GPs, means it is easier for
them to do the right thing. Accordingly, they can much more easily
produce a high quality patient summary or medical certificate and
immediately send it to the insurer or work cover agency. High
quality information, received in real time allows much greater
precision in the triaging and assessment processes and reduces
the likelihood of data entry errors, while containing
processing costs.
Once again, the relentless march of technology is transforming
another industry. Being an information based industry, the
insurance and work-cover sector is ripe for change. The Aduro
interface is currently being installed right across Australia’s
medical practices and the first SmartForms are being sent. Are
you ready to embrace that change and ensure that as the business
environment changes, your organisation evolves with it?

Interested in advertising here?
For further information email Pat at SecretariatOfficer@aluca.com
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REB SURVEY RESULTS
In April we asked four questions about ReB. A good sample size of 40 people responded with 92% identifying themselves
as regular ReB readers. The comments are mixed however the take home message is clear - industry news and educational
articles are most important to you. I will commit to act on your feedback and hope to see 100+ respondents for the 2017 survey
scheduled for May. Thank you to those who completed the survey.

Likes

Dislikes/Suggest Changes...

the contributed articles with comment from experts that help
me to understand and put into practice new ideas.

a bit long

technical articles Rehabilitation stories and articles in particular

the Postcard series was also interesting and enjoyable -although a lot of work for the person that writes it. It can be a bit
lengthy and daunting when you start reading -- thus run out of
time to finish it.

the links in the content. The LinkedIn page could be utilised a lot
more.

I would prefer a glossy quarterly magazine to be delivered to my
address similar to the ANZIIF magazine

the layout

it would be good to have 1 - 2 pages with photos/links to click on to
read the full article if interested - may just grab attention a bit better

international updates

local committee updates and medical articles
articles on what’s happening in the industry (sub group updates,
Turks papers)
The updates about what is happening around the traps
the variety of articles

the new century REB needs its own webpage if going to be taken
seriously as an industry publication especially for next gen
although I don’t like the ads I realise they help reduce the costs,
aware this would increase membership costs as opposed to just
an electronic copy.
I wouldn’t say dedicated reader. I scan it for interesting articles.

the updates from regional associations

board and sub-group updates

the updates about Aust. market.

more in-depth Underwriting articles

format is enjoyable overall, no dislikes

only those articles that are published say from overseas that
contain no local content/comment which make them handy to
know but not really useful in practice.

the variety, technical articles and “what’s happening around the
industry, locally, nationally and internationally.
it is a good publication format is enjoyable overall, no dislikes
the Q&A of industry leaders

I would like to see links to ReB on our website, Facebook,
twitter and LinkedIn
I would like to see individual Underwriter/claims movement/
transfers to other companies.
too lengthy. Should be more concise
miss the people moves updates.
ReB should not repeat articles from elsewhere. If the articles are
interesting/important just include a link
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